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During a long term study (10 years) of an increasing forest roe deer Capreolus capreolus 
(Linnaeus, 1758) population, the reliability of a kilometric index for monitoring population size 
was tested. Kilometric index was defined by the ratio "number of observed animals/number of 
kilometers" of standardized transect. Three indexes were constructed: one for each transect, one 
for a transect set and one for all transects performed during a year. Actual population size was 
estimated each year by capture - mark - recapture. A modification of Petersen - Lincoln Index 
allowing long-term use was applied as the reference method. The relationship between annual 
kilometric index and population size estimation was assessed by calibrating index using linear 
and logistic regression. Moreover, we looked for different population levels using analyses of 
variance applied on the different indexes. Although high correlation was obtained between annual 
kilometric index and reference method, calibration equation led to unreliable population schedule. 
This demonstrated differential sensitivity of kilometric index according to population levels. 
Three population levels were discriminated by analyses of variance: a low population level during 
the four first years, a transition level corresponding to the fifth year and a high population level 
during the five last years. Indexes defined on a transect set (called "photo") appeared as the more 
informative. Such a study showed that to look for differential population levels from abundance 
indexes (bioindicator conception) is more pertinent than to establish conversion equations 
(calibration conception) in order to monitor forest roe deer population. 
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Introduct ion 

Although intensive research has been made since more than half a century into the design 
and development of census methods (Leopold 1933, Mocn 1973, Caughley 1977a, Seber 
1982), all the problems have not been solved. Size estimation of ungulate populations is 
time- and money-consuming. Its accuracy and reliability are limited. In the roe deer Capreolus 
capreolus (Linnaeus, 1758) it is still more difficult due to the high density of forest biotope 
in which these animals are living, and to the social structure of the species which leads to few 
groupings (Vincent et al. 1983, Bideau et al. 1983). 

Roe deer census attempts have been numerous (Strandgaard 1972, Pucek et al. 1975, 
Boisaubert et al. 1979, Zejda 1984, Ratcliffe and R o w e 1985, Denis 1985, Staines and 
Ratcliffe 1987) but none has led to satisfactory results except the capture - mark - recapture 
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methods (C.M.R.) when more than two third of individuals are marked (Strandgaard 1972, 
Gaillard et al. 1986). 

Thus, approaches using index have been developed to replace the census method (Dice 
1941, Eberhardt 1982, Eberhardt and Simmons 1987). The most important step in this kind of 
approach consists in the strict index calibration and study of its evolution compared to the 
corresponding biological phenomenon. After that, a mathematical model is used to translate 
the index into absolute numbers. A lot of trials have been performed (Caughley 1974, 1977b 
- for aerial census, Zejda 1984, 1985, Burnham et al. 1980 - for counts along transects, Neff 
1968, White and Eberhardt 1980, Putman 1984 - for pellet counts). 

With the aim of monitoring with accuracy forest roe deer populations, we chose an index 
already known for its efficiency in ungulate populations. Up to now, aerial census and line 
transects were the most successful methods, so that line transect can be considered as an 
absolute census method (Burnham et al. 1980). However, aerial census is not possible in forest 
because of the density cover and of its high cost. If line transects have already been used in 
roe deer populations (Gaillard 1988), the generalization of this method is limited for forest 
roe deer populations as it is necessary to measure the distance between the observer and the 
animals and to observe at least forty to sixty animals to get reliable results. Using the same 
sampling principle as the line transect, namely the line sampling, we chose to test a kilometric 
index (IK). The first investigation was done in populations with a density ranging between 15 
and 20 animals/100 ha (Vincent et al. 1979, Vincent and Bideau 1982). In this paper, this 
index will be tested on a more large range of animal numbers, representative of the typical 
roe deer population growth from low density (less than 5 per 100 ha) to high density (more 
than 20 per 100 ha). 

In these conditions, we tried to answer the two following questions: (1) Is it possible to 
get an absolute population density by means of a kilometric index along a large variation of 
roe deer population size? This implies to check kilometric index versus a reference method 
(capture - recapture method here). (2) Is it possible to use a kilometric index as an indicator 
of population trends? This implies to get reliable evaluation of the kilometric index sensitivity 
to population size fluctuations. 

Material and methods 

Study area 

This study was carried out in a deciduous mixed forest, 40 km southwards Paris: Dourdan forest which is 
divided into 2 smaller units separated by the town of Dourdan (Fig. 1): northward state forest of St 
Arnoult-en-Yvelines (900 ha) and southward state forest of l'Ouye (600 ha). The study took place in the St 
Arnoult forest. It is an open forest, just limited in its western part by A10 high-way ant Atlantique TGV 
railway. 

In this area, the roe deer Capreolus capreolus (Linnaeus, 1758) is the most abundant species among 
ungulates, the red deer Cervus elaphus Linnaeus, 1758 and the wild boar Sus scrofa Linnaeus, 1758 staying 
there rarely and irregularly. Since 1980, roe deer hunting has been completely stopped, leading to an increasing 
density from 5/100 ha in 1980 to 25 - 30/100 ha, 10 years later. Radio tracking monitoring allowed us to 
realize the very high rate of animal sedentariness. 
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Methods 

Individual marking represents the basic method. After capture with nets, roe deer were fitted with colars 
(Strandgaard 1967) or transmitters (Janeau et al. 1981). They were sexed, weighed and released after a rapid 
examination of their physical and parasitic condition. 

Fig. 1. Geographical situation of studied area. 

Table 1. Main characteristics of transect standardized protocol. 

Season Winter, January - March 

Timing During the tree hours following sunrise or preceding sunset 
Network A network of fifteen transects overlays homogeneously the whole studied area 
Repetitions This set of transects is worked out from two to n time between January and March 
Index Final Index kept down every years is calculated as the Mean of all "photo" Index (IKp,) 

For one "photo", IK = Sum (observations)/Sum (Kilometers) 

D a t a c o l l a t i o n . Population sampling was achieved by direct observation of the animals, during 
transects carried out on foot, according to a standard procedure (Vincent el al. 1979, Table 1). 

Every year, two to six repetitions of the whole set transect were carried out. According to this method, 
three indexes were defined: 

(1) IKc, = number of contacts/Number of kilometers of transect " f \ 
For each set of fifteen transects (representing one census area and further calles "Photo"), a mean IK was 

determined: 
(2) IKp, = S IKci/15. 
Likewise, the annual index was calculated as the mean of different "photos" (2 to 6) perforemed during a 

given year: 
(3) IKa, = S IKp,/Number of "photos". 
D a t a a n a 1 y s i s. At the end of the transect period, number estimation was achieved using a C.M.R. 

method. Kilometric index calibration was based on this former estimation. 
The total number of observations (contacts) was considered as a sample belonging to the population 

including a M number of tagged animals. This is a drawing-putting back operation, and the binomial model 
can be used (Bailey 1951): 
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0 (.) m + 1 w 

where M is the number of marked individuals during the census period, nis the total number of observations 
(contacts), m is the number of marked animals among these observations, N is the population size estimation. 

However, the model (1) is only reliable within a closed population hypothesis (Seber 1982). If it is applied 
in the long term (10 years for this study), the number of marked animals M is no longer known with a sufficient 
accuracy because of mortality. 

To take into account this problem, two alternatives can be used: (1) to use a model allowing the occurrence 
of mortality for marked individuals (e.g. Jolly (1965)' and Seber (1965)'s model), (2) to correct M rather 
empirically on the basis of marked animal monitoring. We first considered the first solution and obtained very 
large confidence intervals for population size estimations because of the lack of parsimony for such a model 
(Begon 1983). Moreover, based on radio-tracking monitoring and high observation pressure, a high fraction of 
dead animals was recovered. As no efficient model is now available to treat information on marked animals 
coming from both resighting and recovery, we used an empirical method taking into account all these 
informations. 

It was considered that winter mortality occurred only after census, and that every tagged animal not observed 
for two successive years was dead. Variation in the number of tagged animals lies between two extreme points: 
the upper limit which considers all the non observed animals as still alive, and lower limit considering all of 
them as dead (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2. Annual variation of the number of marked animals which are alive on the study area. 
"Minima" represent the lower limit and are obtained by considering as dead all the marked animals not observed. 
"Maxima" represent the upper limit and are obtained by considering as alive all the marked animals not observed. 
"Retained" represent the estimations of the marked animal number used in the capture-recapture method. They 
are calculated by considering as dead all the marked animals not observed during two consecutive years. 
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The second step in the data analysis consisted in studying the IK variation on the one hand, and the estimated 
number by means of C.M.R. method on the other hand, in order to verify if these variations comply with roe 
deer population growth. 

The most simple way to describe population growth is to use the following equation: 

M = Noea' (2) 

or, its linnear transformation, 
Ln Nt = Ln N0+at (3) 

where Nt is the population size at time I, No is the population size at time 0, a is the natural rate of increase. 
The linear regression (equation (3)) was used for modelling time variations both in IK and population size 

with time. According to the few observed points, we did not perform a residual analysis using the run test 
(Daniel 1978) to verify the random scattering of negative and positive residuals with time. 

According to this very simple model, logistic regressions were achieved according to the model: 

N,= 
1 +be~ (4) 

where Nt is the population size at time t, a, b and c are the model parameters. 
This model describes population growth over a time period (e.g. Kingsland 1985). A particular attention 

was paid to the maximum annual rate of increase (rma* in Caughley 1977a) corresponding to c parameter in 
equation (4), in order to check the reliability of variations given by the model. To that end, we considered the 
results of simulations performed from demographic parameters of a roe deer population during settlement 
(Gaillard 1988). 

The IK calibration was achieved by regression analysis of IK variations on the population size estimated 
with C.M.R. 

Analysis of different variation sources (IK variance) was performed using the 3 former indexes: 
(1) between-year variability (IKa, variance) which shows the reliability of this method to distinguish several 
population-age levels, (2) between - "photo" variability (IKp, variance for one "a,") which measures the method 
repeatability over a time period, (3) between-transects variability (IKc, variance for one "a," and one "p,") 
which measures the homogeneousness of the animal spatial distribution (spatial repeatability of the method). 

Analyses of variance (ANOVA 1 and 2) were used to test the possible effect of year and transect factors, 
"photos" giving the repetitions. The variance among these different classes was considered as equal and the 
IK variable as normal. The contrast method (Scheffe test) (Scheffe 1959) was used to determine the different 
population-size levels highlighted by IK variations. 

Results 

Population size estimation by C.M.R. as reference method 

The annual population size estimation was estimated by capture - recapture and Kilometric 
Index (IKa/) was obtained for each of the ten years studied (Table 2 and Fig. 3). 

Analysis of IK variations and population size estimations 

Linear regressions between respectively Ln (IK) with time and Ln (population size 
estimation) with time show a high correlation (/• = 0.94, p < 0.05 and r = 0.86, p < 0.05, 
respectively) (Fig. 4 and 5). So, 90% of IK variability and 74% of population size estimation 
variability can be explained by time variations. 
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Table 2. Annual population size estimation obtained 
from capture-recapture method and annual kilometric 
index (IK) with coefficient of variation (CV) during the 
long-term study of Dourdan roe deer population. 

Years IK (CV) Population size 
estimation 

1980 0.183 (38.9) 63 
1981 0.262 (18.6) 44 
1982 0.338 (1-40) 73 
1983 0.284 (21.0) 128 
1984 0.485 (16.6) 87 
1985 1.033 (18-2) 121 
1986 1.270 (33.9) 138 
1987 1.388 (13.4) 146 
1988 1.383 (11-4) 148 
1989 1.268 (16.1) 146 

IK Population size 
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Fig. 3. Roe deer population size trends over tiine as measured by 
both a capture-recapture reference method (population size) and the 
annual kilometric index (IK). 

Fig. 4. Linear regression of annual kilometric index on time for 
Dourdan roe deer population. 
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From a statistical point of view, the simple linear regression model is appropriate to describe 
both population size estimation variations and IK variations over time. In that case, the annual 
rate of increase (parameter a in equation (2)) is equivalent to the regression slope. Thus the 
annual rate of increase estimated from IK data is 0.255 and it equals to 0.121 from the C.M.R. 
estimations. Related annual multiplication rates (corresponding to ea value in equation (2) and 
equivalent to Nt + l/Nt) are equal to 1.290 and 1.129 respectively, which are to some extent 
lower than the values expected for settling roe deer populations (1.45 - 1.50) (Gaillard 1988). 

Population size stagnation after a 8 year period (Fig. 3) is certainly due to this 
underestimation, and the logistic model, which takes this phase into account, seems to be more 
appropriate biologically. In fact some biological data clearly indicate some modifications in 
population growth, such as decrease of home range size for adult males, weight of young and 
number of kid by adult female. 

Logistic fittings by equation (4) give the following relations (Fig. 6 and 7): 

1 + 63.65c"0 8 0 3 ' 

E
 1 6 0 - 1 2

n 4 n n r = 0.83 
1 + 3 . 3 5 c - 0 ' 4 0 0 ' 

2 
where E is the population estimation, R is the determination coefficient. 

The corresponding annual maximum rates of increase are 0.803 and 0.4 for IK and 
population size estimations respectively. Converted into multiplication rate, these values give 
for roc deer populations a rate of increase equal to 2.23 (for IK) and 1.49 (for population size 
estimations). 

The Leslie matrix model (Leslie 1945 modified by Usher 1972) with maximum demo-
graphic parameters for a roe deer population showed that such a population could not present 
a multiplication rate higher than 1.45 - 1.50 (Gaillard 1988). In spite of its good fitness to 
data, the logistic model applied to IK variations over time is not biologically appropriate to 
describe roe deer population growth pattern. 

IK Calibration 

IK calibration against population size estimations using a C.M.R. method gives a signifi-
cant linear relationship (r = 0.853, p < 0.05) (Fig. 8): 

IK = 0.011 E - 0.455 

where E is the annual population size estimation. 
Thus, almost 3/4 of IK variability are explained by the estimated population size variations. 

The estimation obtained in 1983 seems to be unreliable, perhaps because of a bad data collation 
(lack of well-trained observers). In addition, the number of animals equipped by collar may 
have been estimated incorrectly. If this questionable point is ruled out, the equation exhibits 
few changes: 
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IK = 0.012 E - 0 . 4 9 5 
where E is the annual population size estimation but in such circumstances, more than 95% 
(96.4) of IK variability is explained by the population size variations. 

Fig. 5. Linear regression of annual population si/.c estimated by 
capture-recapture method on time for Dourdan roe deer 
population. 

Observed IK Theoretical IK 

Fig. 6. Logistic regression of annual kilometric index on time tor 
Dourdan roc deer population. "Observed IK" represents IKa, 
calculated from field data. "Theoretical IK" represents the IK value 
predicted by logistic curve. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Numbers Years 

Fig. 7. Logistic regression of annual population size estimated by 
capture-recapture method on time for Dourdan roe deer population. 
"Observed population size" represents the estimation obtained by 
capture-recapture method application. "Theoretical population size" 
represents the population size values predicted by logistic curve. 
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I K y = - 0.4492 • 0.01 I 3x R - 0.85 
1.5 

Population size 

Fig. 8. Linear regression of annual kilomelric index (IK) on 
annual population size estimated by capture-recapture method 
for Dourdan population. 

Table 3. Contrast tests applied on the year effect analysis of IKc, variable. A homogenous group is recognized 
by no significant inter-annual difference inside the group and significant inter-annual difference outside the 
group. So, 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1983 form a homogeneous group opposed to 1986, 1987, 1988 and 1989 
homogeneous group. 1984 and 1985 appear as intermediate, ns - not significant difference (p > 0.05), 
* - significant difference (p < 0.05). 

Years 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

1980 ns ns ns * * * * * * 
1981 • ns ns * * * * * * 

1982 • ns ns * * * * * 

1983 • 
* * * * * * 

1984 * * * * * 
1985 • ns * * ns 

1986 ns ns ns 
1987 ns ns 
1988 ns 
1989 

Table 4. Contrast test applied on the year effect analysis of IKp, variable (cf. Table 3 for explanation). 

Years 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 

1980 ns ns ns * * * * * * 

1981 • ns ns * * * * * * 

1982 ns ns * * * * * 

1983 • * * * * * * 

1984 • * * * * * 

1985 ns ns ns ns 
1986 • ns ns ns 
1987 ns ns 
1988 • ,V, ns 
1.989 A 
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IK as an indicator 

The year factor has a very significant effect on IKc/ variable (ANOVA 1; F9,434 = 35.61; 
p < 0.0001). This points out marked differences in the index according to years, and the Scheffé  
test discriminates between three periods (Table 3): (1) Low density period (1980 to 1983) 
with IK = 0.241, (2) Transition period (1984 to 1985) with IK = 0.631, (3) High density period 
(1986 to 1989) with IK = 1.334 

Taking into account a possible transect effect does not modify anything (ANOVA 2; 
F9,220 = 38.58; p < 0.05), but a significant transect effect is observed (Fio,220 = 3.73; p < 0.05) 
as well as an interaction between year and transect effects (F90.220 = 1.41; p < 0.05). 

The three former periods (as defined with ANOVA 1) become questionable. Once again, 
we tested the year factor, independently of the transect factor by means of ANOVA 1 on IKp, 
variable. Such an analysis pointed out 2 or 3 conditions for the studied population (Table 4): 
(1) Low density period (1980 to 1983) with IK = 0.240, (2) Transition period (1984) 
with IK = 0.497, (3) High desity period (1985 to 1989) with IK = 1.306. 

Discussion 

Ungulate populations form with their environment a dynamic system (Caughley 1977a). 
From that point of view, ungulate population monitoring can be considered in two ways: (a) 
by appreciating the system as a whole, (b) by appresiating part of the system. The second way 
is mainly used by people involved in population management in which, most of the time, 
population size is looked for (Moen 1973, Caughley 1977a). Thus, abundance indexes are 
used as census methods after calibration. However, despite a rather good fitness observed 
during calibration trials, the perfect adequacy between index and population size cannot be 
assessed. This long term study of an increasing roe deer population demonstrated that the 
relationship between IK and population size, although very strong, can lead to useless 
parameters. 

In fact, we can note that no IK value ranged between 0.5 and 1 (Table 2). Thus, it may be 
assumed that there are two different relations between IK and population size according to the 
density. Taking into account the best possible adjustment (ruling out the value of 1983) and 
only two periods for IK variation, adjustments become as follows: 

period 1 (1980 to 1984, except 1983) - r = 0.781 
IK = 0.0056 E - 0.061 

period 2 (1985 to 1989) - r = 0.947 
IK = 0.0122 E - 0.435 

where E is the population size estimation, r is the correlation coefficient. 
Though our data set was too small to show differences between these two periods 

(ANCOVA, Fi,5 = 2.518; p > 0.05), the slope was twice higher in the second period. Thus, it 
would exist two different relationships between kilometric index and the population size. At 
low population level (lower than 100 individuals in our study, corresponding to 12 animals 
per 100 ha), IK shows a low sensitivity to population size fluctuations. At very low population 
level (close to 0), IK appears as unsuitable method to characterize population size (negative 
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ordinate in calibration regression for period 1). This hyposensitivity of IK to population size 
variations prevents to obtain a strong relationship and only 60% of IK variability is explained 
by population size variability. At high population level (higher than 12 animals per 100 ha), 
IK shows a greater sensitivity which allows to obtain a strong relationship between IK variation 
and population size trends. 

Because of this sensitivity fluctuation in IK response to population size trends, one IK 
value could be specific for low population level and the other could characterize high 
population level; the limit being roughly located near 100 animals (corresponding to 12 animals 
per 100 ha). This can explain bias (overestimate) of observed rate of increase. So, such an 
analysis shows that kilometric index calibration using a reference method (in that case 
Petersen-Lincoln method, corrected for long term application) is not suitable for a large scale 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Nut transect rate Years 

Fig. 9. Time variation of "nul transect rate" during the IK application 
on Dourdan roe deer population. "Nul transect rate" is defined by the 
number of realized transect leading to no contact with roe deer divided 
by the total number of realized transects for each year. 

1 6 0 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 
Between transect variation coefficient Years 

Fig. 10. Time variation of between-transect variation coefficient 
during the IK application on Dourdan roe deer population. 
"Between-transect variation coefficient" is defined by the 
standard deviation of realized transects within a "photo" divided 
by the mean value of these realized transects. 
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of population sizes. Rather than trying to correct continuously (by successive calibration), it 
seems more reliable to determine some population levels. 

As defined, kilometric index proved to be sensitive enough to distinguish between 3 
successive population size levels, that is to say 3 conditions in the population-environment 
system of a growing roe deer population and such an information often appears as sufficient 
to monitor game populations. In that case, the analysis points out the interest of the "photo" 
variable which appears as the best compromise. 

The lower level characterized by the transect (IKc,) is indeed sensitive to other factors than 
the year; such as the transect or interaction between transect and year effects. It is not surprising 
if one considers that with small populations, the spatial distribution of roe deer is not uniform 
and that some areas are not yet occupied (numerous "nul transects" during the first fifth years, 
rare afterwards (Fig. 9). On the other hand, if the analysis is performed at the annual index 
level (IKa;); the variability is canceled and it becomes difficult to appreciate the reliability and 
accuracy of the index. As the between-transect variation coefficient is higher than 80% with 
a small number of animals, and lower afterwards (Fig. 10), the between-transect variance might 
be used as indicator of the population size if analysis is performed at the "photo" level. So, 
according to the "photo" level it is possible to take into account the year effect, the repeatability 
of the index (many "photos" for the same year) and the between-transect variability (for a 
"photo", variance of IKc; is used to build IKp,). 

All these analyses are based on the experimental protocol standarization which allows to 
minimize disturbing effects such as "observer performance" (Delorme 1989) or important 
meteorological variations. The use of "photo" level minimizes possible bias since effect of 
confusing factors (in Hurlbert opinion, 1984) introduces a lost of strength (variability is 
included in residual and reduces the F value), but no factor confusion (when variability is 
integrated into variance explained by the studied factor, here the year, and thus makes it 
possible to point out artefactually this factor). 

Validity of IKp, as biological indicator allowing discrete monitoring (or in successive 
levels) of forest roe deer populations is thus receivable. 
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